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       “Tomorrow All Over Again”   

       Joshua 24:14-17; 22-28    

November 8, 2020 

       Rev. David Hutchinson 

 

 Do you like repetition? 

 Or do you prefer things to be different - - each time - - something new? 

 I ask because this morning the scripture reading is about “renewal”. 

 The Old Testament reading is a report of a covenant renewal ceremony - - so there is 

BOTH - - something new about it - - and yet it is a repetition.  /  Promises - - are renewed.       

We repeat them - - and promise to keep them anew.  /   Skills are renewed too - - we practice 

certain behaviors to make them better - - we repeat things over and over because they are 

important.     For example - - we practice sports - - music - - or the law - -  

  But sometimes the prospect of repetition can dull the senses.  /   The idea of facing 

tomorrow “all over again” can become a burden.  /   Depending on how we feel as we look ahead 

it can effect our ability to live each day. 

 Does anyone remember Daniel’s training sessions in the movie “Karate Kid”?   

 The original movie had that famous scene with Daniel and Mr. Miyagi -  -where Daniel 

was ready to quit.  /   He was upset because he had been asked to sand floors - - and paint a fence 

- - and there was the well remembered phrase: “wax on wax off”. 

 What Daniel didn’t understand was that all these repetitious tasks - - were teaching him.    

 They were teaching him by reinforcing a habit. 

 This first begins to dawn on Daniel as Mr. Miyagi challenges him in karate and the 

moves he has been doing are helpful in defending himself.  /   And the scene - - that began with 

him being ready to quit - - ends - - with those all so important words: 

  “Come back tomorrow” 
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 Renewal - - and recommitment - - are about the courage to - - come back tomorrow. 

  But sometimes that is more difficult than it sounds. 

  We get bored - - and depressed - - or disappointed. 

  And then - - we don’t want to come back tomorrow. 

It reminds me of an old joke about going to school: 

 A little boy had just reached kindergarten age - - and his mother had worked very hard to 

get him ready - - and to make him enthusiastic about his FIRST DAY of school.  /  She bought 

him new clothes and supplies.  /   She told him about the other children he would meet.  /  And so 

finally - - off he went - - EAGERLY - - to his FIRST DAY of school. 

 The next morning his mother went into his bedroom to wake him up: 

  “Billy - - time to get up” 

 “What for”, he asked. 

 “Well - - you’ve got to go to school”, his mother said. 

 And Billy responded, “What - - AGAIN?” 

  Commitment and growth take time. 

 And think - - of how things have changed regarding going to school - - with Covid…!  

  It would be easy to lose hope. 

 But all of this leads to thinking about how we face the prospect of tomorrow - - each day. 

Hope - - is ONE way - - to talk about tomorrow - - or about the FUTURE. 

 Have you ever just planned out EVERYTHING - - to the last DETAIL - - so that you 

wouldn't be surprised - - - and all the while trying NOT to get your HOPES up? 

 What does that say about - - how you see tomorrow - - or next year? 
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 One of the things we struggle with I think is our failings - - and the failings and 

disappointments - - related to things in our world.  /  There are a lot of disappointments related to 

this past year.  /   And we could all probably point to things we consider a mistake. 

 Did anyone watch game 4 of the World Series? 

 It was truly one of the most exciting 9th Innings I’ve seen in a while!  /   The whole game 

was close and the lead went back and forth.  /  Both sides had amazing plays and hits and 

successes - - AND both sides had some incredible mistakes! 

  The MOST amazing set of mistakes came at the very END of the game. 

 It was the last out of the 9th inning, and the Dodgers were ahead by one run.  

 Dodgers outfielder Chris Taylor fumbled a catch - - meanwhile Arozarena of Tampa Bay 

stumbled on a run to home plate.  /   But because of the bungled catch, and then a bad throw to 

home plate - - Arozarena made it to home anyway.   /   That gave Tampa Bay not one but TWO 

runs - - ending the game - - and the Dodgers lost.   

 The Dodgers were AHEAD with only one out left to go. 

 And they lost - - because people from EACH team made last minute mistakes. 

 All the players are world class - - and not used to making mistakes. 

 But mistakes can happen anywhere. 

  And THAT is why we need RENEWAL! 

  We renew our promises because we make mistakes. 

 And we forgive one another because we make mistakes. 

 And EVERYONE - - makes mistakes. 

 And the AMAZING thing is that we have a God - - who offers renewal. 

 No matter HOW bleak it looks - - there is the possibility of renewal - - if we are willing. 
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 But part of how it works is we have to be willing - - to commit - - to renew. 

 Michael Jordan once said: 

  “I’ve failed over and over again in my life.  /  That’s why I succeed.” 

 God offers renewal - - if we are willing to do the work. 

The Old Testament reading is about renewal. It’s a covenant renewal ceremony. 

 In the Old Testament, God has delivered the people of Israel. This all began back in 

slavery when they escaped and crossed through the water of the Red Sea.  /  NOW they cross 

ANOTHER body of water - - the Jordan River.  /  In the reading for today - - they have crossed 

over the river into a new land. Their old leader Moses is gone - - and now their new leader 

Joshua has been with them for a while - - but even Joshua is nearing the end of his life. 

They are just at the beginning of their life in this new land - - but they have been in the 

wilderness for a long time.  /   It has taken TWO LIFETIMES to get here.  /   Since their escape 

from slavery in Egypt - - BOTH Moses and Joshua have lived their lives.   

SO now - - at the end of Joshua’s life - - they take a moment for this RENEWAL 

ceremony. And the renewal ceremony is one of RECOMMITMENT. 

 “Choose this day, who you will serve” says Joshua. 

 Part of the way we survive is to renew our commitments. 

The Old Testament reading is about renewal. It is a covenant renewal ceremony in which 

the people have to make a decision about what is most important to them. And so as I said - - I 

think that for us there is a connection between RENEWAL and SURVIVAL.  

 Facing the prospect of another tomorrow can be scary if we feel threatened. 

 But if you have ever been seriously sick - - there’s nothing better. 

 Renewing our commitments is one way we survive well. 
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 Survival over time - - and being a survivor takes courage. 

 Nancy and I have enjoyed watching survival shows on Netflix. Things like a show about 

people who survive in Alaska by practicing basic subsistence living.  /   They cut their own 

firewood, and hunt and fish.  /   There are no grocery stores.  

 But every one of them says at one point or another during the show that they LOVE it. 

 They live that way - - NOT just to survive. 

 They THRIVE on it. 

 Living in the cold and snow - - far away from civilization - - and pollution and gossip and 

politics and consumerism…   that’s how they CHOOSE to live.   

 So survival over time takes commitment - - and renewal. 

  But it can also lead us to a life - - and to thriving. 

 Today the Old Testament reading is about renewal of the COVENANT. 

 The covenant has been renewed before - - it began with Noah and the flood when God 

promised or covenanted not to destroy everything ever again.  /  Then there was a covenant with 

Abraham where God promised to lead them if they leave home and follow. 

 The covenant with Moses was all about the law and the 10 commandments.  /   God 

asked the Hebrew people to follow the commandments as a sign of the - - what? 

 A sign of the covenant. 

 And the people have tried - - and fallen away - - and tried again… 

  Over and over… 

So - it seems to me that there are two ways to look at the Biblical covenant narrative. One 

is that we keep making the same mistakes over and over. And the other is that God intends 

something new and redemptive for our world - - through that repetition.  
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 What is yet to come if you take the book of Joshua as your starting point are the covenant 

with Jeremiah the prophet - - and the new covenant with Jesus.  /  Jeremiah in the Old Testament 

- - describes a “new covenant”. And - - MUCH later - - Jesus has been called “the new 

covenant”. We say it when we take Holy Communion, or the “Lord’s Supper”: We remember 

Jesus’ words, “This cup is the new covenant in my blood”. Poured out for Jews and Greeks alike, 

that is, all who would respond. 

 But do you think that Jesus - is what Jeremiah had in mind? 

  Jeremiah says, it’s time for a new covenant.  

  Not new in content, but new in form. /   A covenant written on our hearts.  

 Do you think that Jesus is what Moses had in mind? 

  In the law of Moses it says we should love God with all our hearts. 

 Same covenant.   Same promises.   Same content.  

  But new.   Alive.   Real.         

 Jesus showed up about 550 years later and repeated the words.  

 Jesus said, it’s time, again…for something new.  

 Today is Stewardship Dedication day.  /   This is something we have done before - - and 

it is something we get to do again.  /  We do this again - - because we have HOPE in the future 

and in tomorrow.     

A few weeks ago on our Zoom meeting Lorna shared her memories of the congregation 

all the way back to the beginning of Plymouth Church and the old Congregational church 

downtown.  /   What impressed me was the response of others.  /   Other people began to share 

their memories as well. 
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In response to a question from me she said that she could not imagine being part of any 

other church.  /   And others agreed. 

Facing the prospect of “tomorrow all over again” is NOT about boredom - -  

It’s about HOPE! 

 We have hope for tomorrow because God is a God of renewal.     

 More than a century ago President Abraham Lincoln spoke at Gettysburg.  /  His words 

are important today - - and it is good to hear them AGAIN.   With these words Lincoln dedicated 

a national cemetery at Gettysburg for soldiers.   Listen… 

 “It is for US the LIVING - - to be dedicated here - - to the unfinished work which they 

who fought here have thus for so nobly advanced - - that these dead will not have died in vain - - 

that this nation under God - - shall have a new birth of freedom - - and that government of the 

people, by the people and for the people shall not perish from the earth.” 

 This is nothing if not a national ceremony of covenant renewal. 

 Similarly, at Shechem, Joshua led the ancient Hebrews to renew their covenant with God. 

 And today, we are challenged to do similar. 

 If we don’t work on renewal - - the prospect of tomorrow is bleak. 

 We WANT tomorrow to keep happening.     /      Don’t we?! 

 Tomorrow all over again…  is not about boredom - - - but about HOPE. 

 We renew our commitments because we hope. 

  May it be so for us today. 

    Amen. 

 


